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Crowning Miss A&T

To become Miss A. & T. is a great honor and I am sure all who witnessed it can say the same. Miss A. & T. for the Summer of 1945, was Miss Katherine A. Johnson of Morven, North Carolina. She wore a pink net organdy dress with white accessories, carrying a bouquet of flowers. Her runner-up was Miss Annie Mae Foxworth, also a student here. She wore a pink net organdy dress with white accessories, carrying a bouquet of flowers. Miss Johnson will be glad to greet you.

Closing Summer Session

The Summer session will close on August 20, and the convention will be held on August 19, with baccalaureate and graduation exercises being combined on one program. There will be about thirty-five to receive either the B. S. or M. S. degree. The speaker for the occasion will be Rev. Baxter Matthews of Baltimore, Maryland. Reverend Matthews has graduated from Union Theological Seminary and he will be attending Virginia Union University of Richmond and Yale in New Haven.

Miss Hill Goes To Study

Miss Carrye V. Hill, one of the English instructors, has gone to New York University, New York, for six weeks to attend a College English Teachers Workshop. The workshop is conducted by the association of Secondary Schools and Colleges.

New Faculty Members

We, as students of A. & T. College, express our gratitude and appreciation to the members who have joined our Faculty Staff for the semester. They are: Mr. J. Valentine, the principal of the Dudley High School; Mrs. Pearl Bradley, English instructor; Mrs. Arnette Armstrong, assistant librarian; and Mr. Rivers, director of the Physical Education program. 

Fall Term Begins Sept. 18

The school year 1945-46 will begin on September 12, with the registration of Freshmen. The Registrar has received 401 applications for admission to college. The girls will be registered in two groups, to be held at the North Carolina Education Department. The students will be registered in the morning, and will enjoy a successful school year. The students will be registered in two groups, to be held at the North Carolina Education Department. The students will be registered in the morning, and will enjoy a successful school year.
EDITORIAL AND OPINION PAGE
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Eve Quinlivan

The Register is published weekly during the fall, winter, and spring quarters by the students of A. & T. College.

Address all communications and advertisements to A. & T. College, Greensboro, N. C.

Letters of suggestion, commisary, and suggestions for publication are invited.

Editorial page, February 2, 1932, at the Post Office at Greensboro, N. C., under the act of March 3, 1879.
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Paragraphics

Miss Elizabeth R. Livings, assistant librarian, who has been on leave of absence for a study of library science at the University of Chicago visited the college for a few days during the summer school. She received the B. L. S. degree in June and is now engaged in the work of the Social Science department of the University of Chicago.

Miss Effie Martin of our Faculty has returned from the Richardson Memorial Hospital in Baltimore, Md., where she has been for several weeks with the sick in the hospital. It is a pleasure to know that she is better and that she will return to the campus.

Well, Seniors, we seem to be struggling very hard now, but don't let this discourage you. Not yet. You are secure. The very thought of the end of the four-year journey is exciting enough to make your burdens light.

I quote, "Halves of great men reached and went not at once by a sudden blast, but while their companions slept were toiling upward in the height.

There have been quite a number of compliances passed on the university of which you should be proud.

JULIUS R. JONES

VETERANS INSTITUTE

My Philosophy Of Life

Life is not just a dream, an illusion or some fancy idea. To me, in fact, it is ultimately the growth of truth and beauty, the love of the truth of the good, the truth of the beautiful.

To be good is the goal of Human thinking. Reasonings among students of both sexes is a natural and good outcome of that which was and will be made of mankind.

We believe that God is ultimately good and wants us to enjoy ourselves; that he is good and that people have to choose the right and reject the evil. We can live a good life and enjoy it more abundantly.

In search of truth is another part of human activity. It is the end, so if we wish to free ourselves from human suffering and ignorance, we have to do so. We may obtain freedom in the study and contemplation of truth. There is nothing more beautiful and true than the truth.

We seek of the beautiful not only the things, such as the beauty of the beauty of the contact, the beauty of the beauty of the true, but also the beauty of order and the beauty of true virtue, love of goodness, truth and justice.

The purpose of this society is to be a point in the direction of the path in life, to be a guide to many in the period of transition. We are those who are not in the actual period of transition. Each of us is there with you. It is our duty to help you and to guide you.

The Workshop is of special interest to those who are interested in political science and in the law. Not only was this event of national interest and benefit to the students of the School of Law, but it also served to give a nucleus for the Civilians that will possibly best serve our needs.

It is hoped that the boys who are studying political science or law will take full advantage of this opportunity.

Some regard college as a training school, which sends them to the world and to the business world. In this case the students will have to work harder and will have to study harder in order to become a better student.

But when the vacuum deep...
Crowning Of Miss A. & T.

Who's Who Among The Summer School Students At A. & T.

Having interviewed a number of students on the campus, it has been definitely decided that the following named persons are indeed what they are acclaimed to be.

The Best Dresser • Miss Elizabeth Hawn.
The Most Personality • Marie D. Rivers.
The Wittest • Miss E. Goff.
The Most Intelligent • Miss C. M. Holmes.
The Most Charming • Miss Whitegold.
The Most Attractive • Miss Evelyn Wilson.
The Most Humorous • Miss Helen De Berry.
The Most Versatill • Miss E. R. Goff.
The Neatest • Miss Wilma D. Clayton.
The Most Studious • Mrs. T. P. Crawford.
The Most Able • Miss F. D. Hollow.
The Most Ladylike • Mrs. Roberta Harris.
The Most Enthusiastic • Miss E. W. Washington.
The Most Entertaining • Miss Allie Riddle.
The Best All-Round Student • Mrs. M. R. Rever.
The Most Ladylike • Miss E. W. Washington.
The Best Poise and Carriage • Miss Nella Meredith.
The Friendliest • Miss Nora Jackson.
The Best Spokesman • Miss Eva Dillard.
The Best Scholar • Miss Mrs. Wiley.
The Most Greasiest • Miss E. W. Washington.
The Campus Art Student • Miss Ima White.
The Campus Singer • Miss Gladys Brown.

A. & T. IN SUMMER

I am very happy to say that my summer here at A. & T. has been a very eventful one. Being a regular student, I have enjoyed baseball and football with the Summer School folks and have been glad to see them take a leave of absence. My two friends and I got along very well and have had some very good times together.

The Picnic

On the 4th of July, the Student Body and the Faculty Members were expected to attend a picnic down at the College Farm. The picnic began with 300 students gathering in front of the dining hall, with everyone meeting in front of the hall.

On reaching the farm, everyone had a chance to eat, to drink, to drink, and to enjoy themselves. The weather was very nice, and the people had a good time. There were a lot of extra-curricular activities on the campus to keep everyone busy.

EVELYN HAMRONT, '44

MY SUMMER AT A. & T.

I have enjoyed this past summer. I have been able to take classes and participate in a lot of activities. I have had a good time, and I am glad to be back at school.

LOIS HAMILTON, '44

The Register
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Ohrea Bagwell Wins Contest

"Today the Negro is facing the greatest ordeal in his history," was the observation made by Miss Ohrea Bagwell in her first-prize winning essay entitled, "The Negro's War For Understanding," in a contest conducted by the Greensboro chapter of the North Carolina Interracial Council. The contest, held recently, included all the colleges in the county.

"Negroes are not in conflict," Miss Bagwell's essay continued, "that the Negro dilemma is a hunger for freedom. To talk about intercultural relations, it is necessary to have a good understanding of the Negro as a person."

Miss Ethel Wise Heard On Lyceum


Miss Wise, who holds the degree of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Music from Howard University, was born and educated in Washington, D. C. Miss Wise began her teaching career as director of Music at Lincoln University, Jefferson City, Missouri.

Being a recipient of many scholarships, honors and awards, she did further study at the Julliard School of Music, New York City and at the American Conservatory Master School in The Music, Chicago.

Miss Wise recently returned from a trip to North Africa, Greece and Italy. There she served as a volunteer in the United Service Organizations.

Miss Wise was regarded as a charming and engaging singer. She sings with accuracy and style. Her rendition and the sound which she produced are a great enthusiasm.

Contributions For 'Y' Hut Fund

The following is quoted from a letter penned by Pfc. James J. Reeves, Jr., class of '42, who is stationed in the Aleutian Islands.

"The guys and I felt that we should do something to help buy the 'Y Memorial Fund, so we got together a little fund (184.51) and three dollars. Sending it your way now. If you want to send it to one person, I would like to do it, but decided that it wouldn't hurt her we are sending it."

Talent Night

On July 2, Miss Emma Marie Paisavitch presented a talent program and a dance to the summer school participants.

The program was full of entertainment for everyone. The participants wereиф the Junior College, Canyon Brown Boys, Burnum School Women's Chorus, and Miss Ada's own composition. Summer school teachers, Mr. E. V. Naylor, Xavier reading, Mrs. J. E. Adams, Mr. Joe C. Cox, soloists and success. From OSF we were honored with a tap dance, Quirt, and his Collegiate orchestra.

After the talent program we had a dance in the gym. The music was furnished by Mr. James J. Reeves, Jr., class of '42, who is stationed in the Aleutian Islands.

Chatter Box

Miss M. D. Bush is the campus music director. She has been since her junior year. Miss M. D. Bush is a junior at Fayetteville State Teachers College. The baby is in nursery school here.

Chatter Box

Suggested List Of Books For Teachers

The following listed books are recommended as good reading. Special attention is directed to "The Negro's War For Understanding" by Thomas Archard. For high school and college students, "Negro's War For Understanding" by Thomas Archard. For high school and college students, "Negro's War For Understanding" by Thomas Archard.

The following listed books are recommended as good reading. Special attention is directed to "The Negro's War For Understanding" by Thomas Archard. For high school and college students, "Negro's War For Understanding" by Thomas Archard. For high school and college students, "Negro's War For Understanding" by Thomas Archard.
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STAFF MEMBERS—From left to right: Foreground seated: Miss Evelyn Halston, Greensboro, N. C., Mrs. Martha H. Jones, Shelby, N. C., Miss Maggie Mills, Wake, N. C., Seated behind management and Dil. Miss Fantin, N. C., Miss Edwina Faulkner, Goldsboro, N. C., Mrs. Lena Pullard, Baltimore, Maryland, and Miss Jacqueline Yates, Asheville, N. C.

The Register Staff At Work Held Here

Editor-in-chief, Lois J. Hamilton, class of '46, Production Bureau; Miss Elaine Powers, class of '46, Miss Anna Akers, class of '46, Board of Editors; Mrs. Marie Rice, chairman, Summertime School teacher, Miss Evelyn Halston, class of '46, Charlotte Magazine, class of '46, Miss Mary Mills, class of '46, Reporter, and president; Joyce Ann Grady Spratt. Not present Mrs. Lena Pullard, Mrs. Martha H. Jones, and Frances Brewer, Art Editor.

"Picking's" From the Graduating Class A&T Summer School

The graduating class of A. and T. college winter school reports that it has been unable to meet all the members since it was organized due to the "Picking the Teaching" of some of its members.

We hope Pension and Chemistry will not be a stumbling block to the next graduating class.

These subjects are making a hit. This also is an excuse for the absence of some of our members to attend meetings.

The prospective graduating list of thirty members has been published. Many of them are thirty when the roll is called. Frankly, on has his fingers crossed.

We expect the support of the entire summer school student body and faculty members to keep the papers sponsored by the paper or size of the few covering the information of the affairs.

We are pleased to have Mr. Wray as our class advisor. He seems to understand our short comings.

BUSINESS ADVANTAGES

Savings most of your time in a bachelor's one advantage—You save on your future. During 30 months in the Pacific, 4th, between soldiers have been $18,544.44 in postal money saved through allotments of bank's savings accounts. At the end of fighting in Europe, Army officers among 400 postal expeditors were handling three and one-half tons of business in the amount of $22,500 per man per month.

Business Education Shows Gains

1945 Graduates

1945 Graduates who have gone out into the wide, wide, world and have been appointed to several positions. Why? Because they are prepared.

Those who have positions that we know are:

Miss Eunice M. Elbourne, secretary to Mr. Warren Wynn, music director at Howard University.

Miss Paula Simmons, teaching French and English in the high school at Portland, N. C. Miss Reva Edmonson, Teaching French at Raleigh, N. C.

Mr. Wren York, teaching in the home of Gary, N. C.

Mr. Thomas Pean, teaching Biology in Charlotte, N. C.

Miss Teresa Barker, Home Demonstration Agent here in N. C.

Miss Evelyn Paulson, government job in Washington.

Ralph Covey, Home Ec. 4g in Chillicothe, Ohio, Mrs. 4. A. Jones, Home Ec. 4g in Danville, Va.

Many improvements have been made in the equipment of the department since 1935. At first, there were only seven typewriters, one work table, and one desk. Today, we have twenty-five typewriters, one adding and duplicating machine, and one adding and duplicating machine, as well as good condition.

Having everyone known that A. and T. college is one of the most different colleges, we believe the students are satisfied, and the students will have a good evening in the coming year. Mr. Thomas Pean, teaching Biology in Charlotte, N. C.

Kansas McDonald, teaching French in Virginia.

Those who have been received are:

Earl Hix, Herman Graihal, Charles Pean, and Edith Pean, teaching French and English in the schools. Many of the teachers in the high schools are teaching French and English in the schools. They are also employed in insurance companies, community centers, and in the county agents in the county agents. The facilities of the students are greatly improved in employment, teaching staff and books to a job well done. It is expected to complete with many of the other colleges in the United States.

The Student Body has been more successful in the field and fifty people have completed the department and are now successfully employed as teachers of commercial subjects, social workers, and business workers. They are also employed in insurance companies, community centers, and in the county agents in the county agents. The facilities of the students are greatly improved in employment, teaching staff and books to a job well done. It is expected to complete with many of the other colleges in the United States.

The secretarial course has been opened a small business for the students while in school to aid them in getting finance while working to the office. Many of them from the Business Education Department have since their graduation been working as secretaries to some of the school officials as the following: Secretary to the President, Miss Mary Thompson; Secretary to the Bursar, Miss Lucille Newsome; Secretary to the Dean of Men, Mr. R. E. Johnson, Secretary to the Dean of Women, Miss M. A. Simmons; Secretary to the Registrar, Miss B. Minor; Secretary to the Dean of the School of Business Administration, Miss M. E. Reynolds; Secretary to the Registrar, Miss E. J. Wilmer, who sat down at the end of the benefit of the four business take your time. Everyone was warmly received by President Philip. Thistlethwaite, Dean, and the other students. After finishing the business, chatting with old and new friends, and playing various games was served a delicious menu of "Frappe, Cakes and Nuts". Music was furnished by Mr. Martin.

Mrs. M. H. Jones, secretary,

Catherine J. Der-Wu

The Business Educational program at the Agricultural and Technical college has been under the sponsorship of Mr. L. L. Wise, chairman, since that time, considerable progress has been made in the Business Department in the Business Administration and Commercial Education field.

The Business Education was not operated on a college basis at this Institution before 1935. In the fall of 1935, a combination of Business Administration and Secretarial Science program of the college curriculum, to which the nursery of Mr. L. L. Wise was signed and the first student in this college in College of Business Administration was secured. Since then, many improvements have been made in the equipment of the department since 1935. At first, there were only seven typewriters, one work table, and one desk. Today, we have twenty-five typewriters, one adding and duplicating machine, all in a good condition.

Having everyone known that A. and T. college is one of the most different colleges, we believe the students are satisfied, and the students will have a good evening in the coming year. Mr. Thomas Pean, teaching Biology in Charlotte, N. C.

Kansas McDonald, teaching French in Virginia.

Those who have been received are:

Earl Hix, Herman Graihal, Charles Pean, and Edith Pean, teaching French and English in the schools. Many of the teachers in the high schools are teaching French and English in the schools. They are also employed in insurance companies, community centers, and in the county agents in the county agents. The facilities of the students are greatly improved in employment, teaching staff and books to a job well done. It is expected to complete with many of the other colleges in the United States.

The secretarial course has been opened a small business for the students while in school to aid them in getting finance while working to the office. Many of them from the Business Education Department have since their graduation been working as secretaries to some of the school officials as the following: Secretary to the President, Miss Mary Thompson; Secretary to the Bursar, Miss Lucille Newsome; Secretary to the Dean of Men, Mr. R. E. Johnson, Secretary to the Dean of Women, Miss M. A. Simmons; Secretary to the Registrar, Miss B. Minor; Secretary to the Dean of the School of Business Administration, Miss M. E. Reynolds; Secretary to the Registrar, Miss E. J. Wilmer, who sat down at the end of the benefit of the four business take your time. Everyone was warmly received by President Philip. Thistlethwaite, Dean, and the other students. After finishing the business, chatting with old and new friends, and playing various games was served a delicious menu of "Frappe, Cakes and Nuts". Music was furnished by Mr. Martin.

Mrs. M. H. Jones, secretary,
Crowning Miss A&T

(Continued From Page One)

Mr. James Glidden, Mr. Richard Grimsley, Mr. Norman Hurd, Mr. L. R. Hunter, Mr. C. P. Camp, Mr. Arthur Williams, Mr. Hermon Stanback, Pri. Thomas Mixon.

The flower girls were: Barbara Jean Black, Helen Calhoun, Ann Brown, Ann Scudder. The crown bearer was Horace E. Coe.

There were several selections given by the Choral Group under Miss Dorothy Bailey as piano solo.

Roche and rhythym was by the Kindergarten children at the beginning of the program and also during the singing of the national anthem.

A Sgt. A. F. F. shows President Bluford Army improve Training and Techniques. With special interest to the secondary and college teaching.

The program was designed to prepare for the utilization of aircraft equipment and material which is now being made available without costs to colleges and schools according to Dr. E. B. Bluford, president of the organization.

The program was designed to prepare for the utilization of aircraft equipment and material which is now being made available without costs to colleges and schools, according to Dr. E. B. Bluford, president of the organization. Attendance: the demonstrating were supervisors of schools, representatives of high schools, schools of science and mathematics, college administrators, college graduates, and vocational directors and teachers.

Place Of Architecture

The fascinating significance that the above-mentioned items have on the development of man's activities is illustrated by the fact that man's first activities were in the building of his shelter. He built of natural materials which were available to him, and as he developed his knowledge, so did his ability to use these materials according to his needs.

In the same way, architecture is the mother of art for the finer things of life, the arts of music, painting, sculpture, and the like, are but the expression of the inner spirit of the people. Architecture is the mother of art, for the finer things of life require a proper environment in which to exist, and the architect, as such, is responsible for the creation of such environments.

In the above I have given a summary of the history of architecture from its beginning to the present time, and I hope that it will serve as a basis for a more detailed study of the subject in the future.

The architect in the past and present has been a designer of men's dreams. He is a servant to the whims and fancies of the rich, and the future will see architects working with, not only the rich, but also the masses, to provide them with the proper environment in which to live.

The architect has truly instilled in architecture his ideals and visions, and the future will see architecture coming into its own role as a subject for the study of future students.

In these days of industrialization, commercialism, and a changed population trend, the architect will truly be needed to provide new types of edifices for the rich, and today are land- mark stones personified by nature, and the architect will truly be needed to provide new types of edifices for the rich, and today are landmarks personified by nature.

The architect in the past and present has been a designer of men's dreams. He is a servant to the whims and fancies of the rich, and the future will see architects working with, not only the rich, but also the masses, to provide them with the proper environment in which to live.

The architect has truly instilled in architecture his ideals and visions, and the future will see architecture coming into its own role as a subject for the study of future students.
ON MILITARY AND OTHER FRONTS

These Have Responded To the Call for Pictures

Questions and Answers

The following are some pertinent questions raised and answered during a discussion in the Woman's Conference at Agricultural and Technical College:

Q: Are common law marriages recognized in the administering state where petitioner resides? A: Yes. In some states, like Alabama, marriages recognized in the state where the petitioner resides is regarded as legal.

Q: Do illegitimate children receive benefits derived from the state by reason of their father's military service? A: Yes, in most cases, if the father was discharged on or after December 31, 1945. However, it is noted that the amount of these benefits is paid to the custodial parent or guardian, not to the child directly.

Q: What about the benefits when the father is not discharged? A: There are limited benefits available under these circumstances. Please check the specific provisions of the law in your state.

Q: Do the same benefits apportioned to legal children apply to illegitimate children? A: No, the benefits are usually less generous for illegitimate children.

Q: If parents are killed in the line of duty, is the next of kin entitled to educational pensions? A: Yes, the next of kin is entitled to educational pensions in cases of death in the line of duty.

Q: Are common law marriages recognized in the administering state? A: Yes, common law marriages are recognized in some states, but the specific requirements vary by state.

Q: What is the minimum requirement for proof of a common law marriage? A: typically, a written agreement and evidence of cohabitation for a certain period of time, such as 18 months, is required for proof.

Announcement To All Servicemen

The Editorial Staff of The Register is happy to announce that an official pictorial album will be published, which will include the photographs and a short history of all sons and daughters of A. and T. who are now serving or have served in the Armed Forces of the United States.

Announcement To All Servicemen

The Editorial Staff of The Register is happy to announce that an official pictorial album will be published, which will include the photographs and a short history of all sons and daughters of A. and T. who are now serving or have served in the Armed Forces of the United States.

The Aggies New Coach

Lt. William Bell, former all-American tackle at Ohio State, has been appointed assistant coach at A. and T. College, Greensboro, N. C. He will assume his duties as soon as he is discharged from the armed forces.

Thomas Wilson, Baritone, Here

Thomas Wilson, baritone, will appear in concert Thursday, July 26, at 11:00 a.m. in the Auditorium at A. and T. College, Greensboro, N. C. This concert will also feature the A. and T. College Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Dr. Robert Walter McNair.

NOTE FROM FORMER STAFF MEMBER

Greetings from Marseille. The red sea battles but I am now in France. I guess many of the places you mentioned in 1918 are now familiar to us—Paris and Marseille are the places for me. With the college such success in its efforts to eradicate our shortcomings.

In closing, I wish you good fortune in your studies.

T/Sgt. John H. Wright

Photograph and Short History

To all service men and women who have responded to the call for pictures, The Register is happy to announce the publication of an official pictorial album. The album has the full support of President F. D. Blue, and will be on sale soon. The album includes photographs and short histories of all sons and daughters of A. and T. who are now serving or have served in the Armed Forces of the United States.
Veterans Institute Draws Crowd

The Veterans Institute at Greensboro, N.C., Mr. Rehn, spoke on "Leaves for Veterans for the Purchase and Construction of Homes." Mr. W. D. Rehn's report was based on the work of the Veterans Security Agency, which is the method of procedure for the purchase of farm land. Mr. Rehn, representing the Veterans for Business Projects, spoke on Loans for veterans to purchase property. Mr. Gregg, North Carolina Mutual Insurance Company, explained the process of obtaining a loan for veterans. R. G. Goodwin, State Veterans Administration, Greensboro, N.C., spoke on the importance of filing claims for veterans. Sergeant Barefoot, United States Employment Service, Greensboro, N.C., spoke on the promptness of the Veterans Administration in processing claims. Mr. Rehn's committee is to cooperate with the veterans administration and other government agencies in the collection and dissemination of information concerning benefits provided by the government for the war veterans.

MR. BERNARD L. MASON, HEAD OF DEPARTMENT OF MUSICOLOGY

Mr. Bernard L. Mason, of Independence, Iowa, has been the head of the Department of Music at A. & T. for the past three years. He has been appointed a member of the A. & T. college music faculty during the upcoming school year 1944-45. He completed his requirements for the Master's degree in music at the University of Michigan. He has played with the University Symphony Orchestra and the University Band. During the past year, while studying at the University of Michigan, he played with the Michigan String Quartet. He plays the violin with superior technique and rhythmical precision. He has given concerts in many universities.

Trade Students

Walter, Lansing, Wabasso, Banking Students

Johnson, John H., Senior Class, Barron, Hines, Sophomore Class, Harris, E., Sophomore Class, Traylor, Ruby, Freshman Class.

The Graduate School

The Graduate School, which has been established to provide an opportunity for those who have completed their undergraduate work to pursue advanced study, has been opened by a discussion on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The final session of the two day institute was opened by a presentation on "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information." The general theme of discussion for the night session was "Veterans Benefits and Post-War Information."